
{p4} Subtractive Style Series   
Challenge:

Gain an understanding of rendering a found object {given to you during studio} in 
three different styles: Realist, Abstract, Non-Representational/Non-Objective. Expand 
your creative problem solving skills by creating one series built of styrofoam, primarily  
using subtractive building techniques. Final presentation will invite a further 
investigation of both additive and subtractive techniques within a limited achromatic 
color scheme, while exploring contrast.                                                                                                      
                                                                          
Objectives: 

+ Observe and analyze characteristics and functionality of your object through careful 
observation and research. 

+ Conceptually adapt, replicate, stylize, exaggerate and modify the representation of 
your object using three different styles.

+ Create an ambitious series, beyond what is expected.

+ Gain subtractive building skills by utilizing thoughtful building in three dimensions.

+ Create dynamic & well crafted surface solutions for each form, demonstrating 
material sensitivity within an achromatic color scheme. 

+ Build critical thinking & creative problem solving skills while working within a series. 


Materials:  
Styrofoam, insulation foam sheets, achromatic tissue paper, Modge Podge, glue, sand 
paper, carving tools {hacksaw blades & eye protection provided by WASH}. 


Building Process: 
After carving, polishing & sanding, each styrofoam form will be finished by covering 
them in tissue paper, following an achromatic color scheme {black, white, grey}. 

Consider how adding sharpie marks/designs could help create an interesting surface 
treatment.

You may choose to paint, stain or mark on your tissue paper to create a visually interesting 
surface, prior to attaching the tissue paper to your styrofoam. 

You may use Modge Podge and/or Elmer’s glue to attach tissue paper to styrofoam sculptures. 
It is important to use glue that dries clear {avoid wood glue or gorilla glue}. 

You may ONLY use tissue paper within an achromatic color scheme & will need to 
layer the tissue paper to create an even surface, after carving & sanding is complete 
with each form. Styrofoam should NOT be visible.

Be thoughtful in your carving, sanding & tissue paper attaching choices.

All forms should be coated with Modge Podge to seal the forms & create a protective final layer. 
You may choose a glossy or matte finish.


A note on material options to keep in mind: 

- Styrofoam often requires much more sanding, but since it is already white, you will use less 
tissue paper to cover your forms.


- Insulation foam sheets are easier to sand & create a smooth surfaces, however, the lavender 
color requires many more layers of white tissue paper.  
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RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  
{we will be looking for evidence in 
your visual journal...sketch/define/
identify examples in your reading}


abstraction                                                                  

binding

contour

found object

mark making


limited color palette

mass

non-representational

surface treatment

planes


reductive 

realism

sanding

scale {human scale}

transparency

opaque

subtractive building/making

texture

mass

weight

carving

volume


Subtractive Building Skills {carve it,  
cut it,  drill it,  sand it, slice it, poke it, 
mold it, form it, repeat it...subtract layers 
from form}


Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            Valerie + Jess + Mica
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- In order to begin this process, you must create a layered stack of styrofoam material or 
insulation foam by cutting material with X-acto knife or hacksaw & gluing it together with glue or 
adhesive spray.


- Once pieces are glued all stacks must be weighted down with cinderblocks overnight to allow 
glue to set/dry before carving begins. 


- Sketching with markers directly on the material can be helpful before carving your form. 

Start by becoming familiar with your found object: 
SKETCH {at least six total in your visual journal}

Front view/back view

Side view/other side view

Two detailed sketches {zoom into two different areas you find interesting}


                                                                                                                         

Checkpoints & Deadlines:  
  

Carving Completed Mini-Critique: 
1:30pm: Mon. {4/3} & Tues. {4/3} 

Carving should be DONE on all three forms. Take an image of each 
of your forms & post to WASH fb page. We have photo areas set up 
in WASH so you can easily document your work!


FINAL Critique: 
1:30pm: Mon. {4/10} & Tues. {4/11} Series is complete both in 
carving & tissue paper surface wrapping is complete. Installation will 
occur during studio.  

Grade Evaluation: 

Design + Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process.
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